This collection of audiovisual teaching and learning materials received an award in the Plural + Video Festival 2011, a joint project with the UNAOC (United Nations Alliance of Civilizations) and the IOM (International Organization for Migration) which, with the support of different organisations around the world, promotes intercultural dialogue between children and young people.

**Learning objective:** Understanding human diversity as something natural and positive

**Activity objectives:** Identifying daily situations resulting from diversity.

**TECHNICAL AND ARTISTIC INFORMATION:**
- Original title: Out of many, one
- Script and production: Walden Davis
- Duration: 1:31
- Language: English, subtitles in English.
- Year: 2011
- Country: USA
- Genre: Cartoon
- Awards: PLURAL+ International Jury Award (13-17 age cat.)

**AGE AND EDUCATIONAL STAGE**
This educational material is recommended for first stage primary school students.

**SUBJECTS**
Language and communication skills. Artistic education. Ethics and society.

**SYNOPSIS**
A message that helps to see human diversity as being natural.

**LINKS RELACIONADOS**
- Video: [http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=M4bV9_BM01w](http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=M4bV9_BM01w)

**activities**

**before viewing**

Have a preliminary chat with students to contextualise the subject considering the following topics:

**How did the idea arise?**
This video was a winner in the Plural + video festival 2011 and is a joint project between the UNAOC (United Nations Alliance of Civilizations) and the IOM (International Organization for Migration) which promotes intercultural dialogue among young people, encouraging them to express their ideas and to create a more inclusive world.

**What is diversity? Is diversity natural? Positive aspects of diversity**
Explore the previous conceptions that students have in this respect.

**after viewing**

After viewing the audiovisual distribute the following worksheets which require students to:

1. Choose a colour from those appearing in the video.
2. Draw and colour in three of your friends with their favourite colours.
3. Draw a monochrome rainbow and a multi-coloured one.

It is recommended that the teacher guide the reflections that arise during this activity to help the students to understand the objective that they are aiming for.

**student worksheet**

In this teaching and learning resource the activities proposed allow students to understand diversity as a natural and inherent aspect of humanity.
Activity 1: Favourite colour

There are many colours in the video. Choose just one of them and colour in the figure below. When you have finished, show it to the group.

There will probably be drawings using the same colour as you and others with different colours. This is a demonstration of the nature of diversity.
Activity 2: Diversity among friends

In the video people appear represented by colours. Draw two or three of your best friends with their favourite colour.

My best friends:
Activity 3: The diversity of the rainbow

Colour in this rainbow with a single colour:

Colour in this rainbow using more colours:

Which rainbow do you like best? Tell the rest of the group.